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ABSTRACT
We have developed an application for the automatic genera-
tion of media galleries that visually and audibly summarize
events based on media items like videos and photos from
multiple social networks. Further, we have evaluated differ-
ent media gallery styles with online surveys and examined
their pros and cons. Besides the survey results, our contri-
bution is also the application itself, where media galleries of
different styles can be created on-the-fly. A demo is available
at http://social-media-illustrator.herokuapp.com/.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Clustering

General Terms
Algorithms
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1. INTRODUCTION
Media galleries (see Figure 1 for examples) help users con-

sume larger, however not overwhelmingly huge, amounts of
media items in an ideally pleasing and aesthetic way. These
media items may, or, more commonly, may not be ordered,
besides an intrinsic chronologic order. In the context of our
work on summarizing events based on microposts and me-
dia items stemming from multiple social networks, we have
created methods to first extract event-related media items
from multiple social networks, second, to deduplicate near-
and exact-duplicate media items, third, to cluster them by
visual similarity, and finally, to rank the resulting media
item clusters according to well-defined ranking criteria. In
this paper, we treat the challenge of compiling ranked me-
dia item clusters in media galleries in ways such that the
ranking-implied order is (loosely) respected. Previously, we
have defined [3] aesthetic principles for automatic media
gallery layout, which we now apply to media gallery styles.
The task of media gallery compilation is different from the
widely researched task of photo book generation, as me-
dia galleries can contain both, photos and videos. Different
types of media gallery layouts are possible, two of which
we have implemented and evaluated via two different user
studies. One with, and one without detailed user comments.
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2. MEDIA GALLERY STYLES
Media galleries—in contrast to free-form digital media

collages—necessarily display media items in a grid-like way.
The crucial question is thus, whether the media items’ as-
pect ratios should be respected, or whether they should be
cropped to square, or other aspect ratios (e.g., 4:3 or 16:9).
Respecting the aspect ratio has the advantage that media
items do not need to be potentially lossily cropped, how-
ever, due to the unpredictable media item formats, compil-
ing media galleries that do not look frayed is harder. The
advantage of cropping is that media gallery layout is easier,
as the media item formats are predictably the same, at the
cost of having to decide where to crop. Different algorithms
(e.g., [4]) beyond this paper’s scope exist to aid this decision.
A media gallery is called balanced, if its shape is rectangular,
hole-free if there are no gaps from missing media items, and
order-respecting, if media items appear in insertion order.

2.1 Non-Order-Respecting Styles
An interesting technique for arranging media items is di-

viding. Every media item with an aspect ratio of
√

2 can be
divided into two media items with the same aspect ratio.1

This works for portrait and landscape orientations, however,
is not order-respecting. Two other non-order-respecting tech-
niques are (i), working with pre-defined placeholder patterns
(small and big squares, portrait and landscape rectangles)
and then filling the placeholder shapes with media items,2

or (ii), working with columns of pre-defined widths and then
iteratively inserting in the smallest column.3 As outlined in
Section 1, we need (loosely) order-respecting media galleries.

2.2 Strict Order, Equal Size (SOES)
A media gallery style that we call Strict Order, Equal Size

(SOES), which strictly respects the ranking-implied order is
presented in [2]. Examples can be seen in Subfigure 1a and
Subfigure 1c. The algorithm works by resizing all media
items in a row to the same height and adjusting the widths
in a way that the aspect ratios are maintained. A row is filled
until a maximum row height is reached, then a new row (with
potentially different height) starts, etc. This media gallery
style is order-respecting, hole-free, and can be balanced by
adjusting the number of media items in +1 steps.

1http://blog.vjeux.com/2012/image/image-layout-
algorithm-lightbox-android.html, as of 03/26/2013
2http://blog.vjeux.com/2012/image/image-layout-
algorithm-500px.html, as of 03/26/2013
3http://blog.vjeux.com/2012/image/image-layout-
algorithm-lightbox.html, as of 03/26/2013
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(a) SOES, Survey A (b) LOVS, Survey A (c) SOES, Survey B (d) LOVS, Survey B

Figure 1: Two different kinds of media galleries visualizing a gathering at Times Square, New York on February 8, 2013

2.3 Loose Order, Varying Size (LOVS)
Examples of a media gallery style that we call Loose Or-

der, Varying Size (LOVS) can be seen in Subfigure 1b and
Subfigure 1d, with the details explained in [1]. The algo-
rithm works by cropping all images to a square aspect ratio,
which allows for organizing media items such that one big
square always contains two horizontal blocks, each with two
pairs of small squares. The media gallery is then formed
by iteratively filling big or small squares until a square is
full, and then adding it to the smallest column. This media
gallery style allows any media item to become big, while still
being loosely order-respecting and always hole-free. Balanc-
ing the gallery is slightly harder, as in the worst case up to
(bigBlocksPerRow − 1)× 2 media items may be required.

3. DISCUSSION
The main motivation for the Loose Order, Varying Size

style is that certain media items can be featured more promi-
nently by making them big, while still loosely respecting the
ranking-implied order. Examples of to-be-featured media
items can be videos, media items with faces, media items
available in High-Density quality, or media items with in-
teresting details [4]. Users may want to decide what media
items to feature, albeit we aim for an automatized solution.

4. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
Evaluating subjective data like the correct presentation

form for a set of media items is a challenging task. For dif-
ferent users, there may be different optimal settings. A com-
mon subjective evaluation technique is the Mean Opinion
Score (MOS), used for decades in telephony networks to ob-
tain the human user’s view of the quality of a network.4

Recently, MOS has also found wider usage in the multime-
dia community. Therefore, a set of standard subjective tests
are conducted, where users rate the perceived quality of test
samples with scores from 1 (worst) to 5 (best). The actual
MOS is then the arithmetic mean of all individual scores.

We have conducted two types of surveys. Survey A via
multiple social networks, where we simply asked people to
“Like”and/or comment on their favorite style of media gallery,
and Survey B via email to a company-internal “miscella-
neous” mailing list, where we asked people to rate media
galleries via MOS, with optional comments. Survey A and
Survey B used different media items in the media galleries,
as to have some measure in how far content has an impact.

4http://www.itu.int/rec/T-REC-P.800-199608-I/en,
as of 03/26/2013

For Survey A on the social networks Twitter, Facebook,
and Google+, we had overall 16 participants (7 female, 8 male,
1 unknown). 7 users liked SOES more, whereas 9 users liked
LOVS more. Interestingly, no user commented on why they
liked SOES more. Users who commented on why they liked
LOVS more mentioned they liked the additional structure
and tidiness, the fact that some media items were bigger, the
fact that it was easier to identify individual media items, and
the fact that important media items were highlighted.

For Survey B via email with MOS ratings, we had 19 par-
ticipants (6 female, 13 male). The majority of users who
liked LOVS more mentioned that the different sizes gave
the eye focal points and orientation, whereas one user ex-
plicitly disliked this guidance. Users liked the harmony and
the structure. Two users mentioned that small media items
were proportionally too small. Regarding SOES, users felt
overloaded and did not know where to start. Some users said
the layout was boring and that, while they liked the outer
framing, they were confused by the irregular inner grid. The
MOS for SOES was 2.39 (variance 0.68), the MOS for LOVS
was 4.17 (variance 0.47). The data of Survey B is available.5

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have created an application that auto-generates two

media gallery styles, SOES and LOVS, and evaluated users’
perceived quality with two separate surveys. While the data
is not significant, the trend is that users seem to prefer
LOVS. Future work will be on evaluating more media gallery
styles. Concluding, we have learned that eyes need focal
points to spot the needles in the media gallery haystack.
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